DEVELOPMENT OF NUMERICAL RELAY FOR POWER SYSTEM PROTECTION LABORATORY
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Abstract
In Power systems there are different types of Protection relays and one of types is Overcurrent relays. Overcurrent relay protection could be designed in an easy and cost-effective way. That is the reason why the Overcurrent relays are mostly used in electrical motors, generators, power transformers, distribution system and transmission line system protections etc. When the fault current occurs in a power system or in any electrical equipment crosses the predefined or threshold value, it generates a trip signal to the Electrical Circuit Breaker. This paper mainly concentrates on IDMT relay through the software model. In that model single-phase to ground, line to line and three phase faults are taken as the fault for examining the relay sub-system.
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INTRODUCTION
The Electrical power system mainly consists of generators, motors, distribution, transformers, transmission line etc. All these to be protected while many electrical or mechanical faults occur in the power system. So, whenever the fault is occurred at any part due to different conditions in the power system, that fault part should be removed from the healthy part of the power system, so that the power system long lasts and the remaining part will be protected. There are many types of protection schemes used in power system for different types of faults, in that over current relay protection is one of the protection schemes. Over current relay system is used whenever the current in the system exceeds its threshold or predefined value, the relay generates the trip signals to the circuit breakers or other protection system. Overcurrent relays are one among the best smooth relays and they are used in power system and its equipment protection. The main backup protection of 66KV, 132Kv and 220KV lines are Overcurrent relays. Overcurrent relays are also mostly used in the different industrial applications. Overcurrent relays are mostly used for backup protection. Traditional relays have much more complications with compared to Controller based relays.

Relay control techniques are mainly divided into three main categories, they are static, numerical and Electro-mechanical. Numerical relays have more supremacy compared to Static relays and Electro-mechanical relays because it have self-checking facilities reliability and compactness etc. The advantages of using numerical relays are no mechanical actions, easily controllable by the codes, accuracy, compact size, flexibility, reliability, multi-function capability, can be communicated etc.

The working of numerical relay is explained by using the MATLAB Simulink model by considering a different types of faults like single phase to ground fault, line to line fault [19], three phase to ground fault. Also, the model can be analyze for different test cases by changing the current settings and time settings depends on the application of the relay.

WORKING OF OVER CURRENT RELAY
Over current relays are classified into different types based on the time of operation (TOP) of the relay. The time of operation defines that the time required to generate the trip signal to the circuit breaker when the fault event is occurred. Based on the TOP the over currents relays are inverse definite minimum time over current relay, inverse time over current relay, very inverse time over current relay, extremely inverse time over current relays are classified. In Inverse definite minimum time over current relay, the relay will generate the trip signal with the fixed time delay when ever the current crosses the threshold or predefined value. Inverse time over current relays generates the trip signal when the fault is sensed and the time of operation is inversely proportional to the fault magnitude. Similarly, very inverse and extremely inverse time over current relays generates the trip signals when the fault is occurred and the time of operation is inversely proportional to the square and cube of the fault current magnitude respectively. The time of operation for the inverse definite minimum time over current relay can be calculated by using the below formula.

Time of Operation of Relay: \( T_{SM} = \frac{a}{(PSM)^b} \)

Where, a & b are constants.
PSM means Plug Setting Multiplier and it is the ratio of fault current magnitude to the pickup current magnitude. It can be calculated by using the formula,

PSM = Fault Current / Current Setting
Pickup current = CT rated secondary current x Current setting

Current setting of an over current relay can be varied from 50% to 200% in levels of 25%. TSM means Time Setting Multiplier, its value can be varied from 0 to 1 in levels of 0.05. So, when the TSM is 0.2, the time of operation of relay is 0.2 times the total time required to operate the relay.
The Fig. 1 shows the working of numerical relay in power system. By using the CT (Current Transformer), current is scaled down from kilo amperes to 1/5 amp. The sampled current is sensed by the sensor and that value is given to the micro controller. In micro controller all the plug setting, time setting and other parameters are predefined in the program. The current sensed from the sensor is compared with the plug setting pick up value. If the fault is occurred, the micro controller calculates the time of operation and generates the trip signal to the circuit breaker accordingly. The step by step working of numerical relay is shown in fig. 2.

MATLAB MODELING OF NUMERICAL RELAY

The numerical relay[15] can be modeled using MATLAB as shown in the Fig. 3. The model is formed by using different matlab blocks like 3-phase voltage source, circuit breaker, 3-phase VI measurement, 3-phase fault, transmission line, 3-phase load and other block for output and relay modeling.

Fig. 4 Three-phase over current relays

Fig. 4 shows the three over-current relay sub-systems for phase faults. Each subsystem takes phase current as input from the VI measurement block and generates the trip signal and calculate the time of operation for the respective fault according to the setting value.

Fig. 5 MATLAB model of earth relay

Fig. 5 shows the earth relay subsystem, where all the phase currents are added and given as an input to the earth relay system. The earth relay subsystem compares the input current signal with the pickup value and generates trip signal and time of operation as per the given setting when the fault event is occurred[17].

Fig. 6 shows the matlab modeling of numerical over current relay. The phase current is the input of the system and then rms value is calculated. The rms value of current is scaled down to 1 amp by using the CT ratio. According to the plug setting value, the pickup value is generated. The sampled current value is compared with the pickup value.
value and then it checks the fault is occurred or not. If fault is occurred it calculates the time of operation with the time setting value and generates the trip signal.

Fig. 6 MATLAB model of over current relay subsystem

Fig. 7 MATLAB model of trip circuit

Fig. 7 shows the matlab model of trip circuit. The working of trip circuit is, if any of the phase relays or the earth relay generates the trip signal, the trip circuit generates the trip signal to the circuit breaker. This is done by the logical OR gate. Once the three-phase circuit breaker gets the trip signal, the circuit breaker isolates the load from the source.

In this system the fault is created by the three-phase fault block, where we can create any type of faults like single phase, line to line and three phase fault in the power system.

The below parameters are used for simulation model that are mentioned in the table II and the overcurrent relay settings are mentioned in the table III as shown below. From table III, it briefs that overcurrent relay settings can be kept for different values depending upon whether it is a phase relay or an earth relay. For phase relay, the plug setting and time setting multiplier is 1.25 and 0.2. Wherein, for an earth relay, it is 0.5 and 0.2 respectively. Based upon these parameters the overcurrent relay subsystem will be set and the overcurrent relay subsystem which is developed in matlab model will operate as accordingly.

SIMULATION RESULTS

The developed MATLAB model of overcurrent relay is tested on different test cases by creating a fault over individual phases and for three phases.

Case 1: Applying single phase to ground fault by varying the Time multiplier setting and resistance of the fault and the results are mentioned below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phase to Phase voltage</td>
<td>220KV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>50Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ve Sequence resistance</td>
<td>0.0749746Ω/km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ve Sequence resistance</td>
<td>0.2199746Ω/km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ve sequence inductance</td>
<td>0.00127085H/km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ve sequence inductance</td>
<td>0.00426289H/km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ve sequence capacitance</td>
<td>2.33471e-09F/km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ve sequence capacitance</td>
<td>1.46429e-09F/km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line length</td>
<td>100km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active power</td>
<td>159.9 MW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactive power</td>
<td>120.1 MVAR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relays</th>
<th>PS</th>
<th>TSM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phase Relays</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earth Relay</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table IV Variation Of The Tsm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>f (Hz)</th>
<th>if (A)</th>
<th>IF PHASE (A)</th>
<th>TIP [ms]</th>
<th>f (Hz)</th>
<th>I2 [A]</th>
<th>TIP [ms]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6000</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>6000</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The table IV shows that the Matlab Simulink model outcome by varying the time multiplier setting, the different values of phase current, time of operation of the relay (TOP) and earth current can be observed. The calculated values and practical values are almost equal. So, the result of the Simulink is accurate.

The outcomes of the above case are, if time multiplier setting is more in the relay, then the relay will take more amount of time given to the trip signal and from the table V, if the resistance of the fault is high then it can reduce the fault current as it will propagates the time of operation of the overcurrent relay. As, from the table, when the resistance of the fault is 2 ohms and fault current is 1888A, the time of operation of the relay observed as 3.0 as per simulation model and by calculating it is observed as 3.03 which is almost equal. But when considering the tripping signal, it will be initialize after the one sec. Therefore, the tripping signal can be occurred after one sec i.e. (1+1.15 = 2.5S), this will be shown in fig 9.

The table V shows that by varying the fault resistance the different parameters of RF, earth current and time of operation of the relay can be observed for time multiplier setting of 0.2 and plug setting of 0.5 in this case. The table VI determines the variation in the fault resistance vs time of operation of the relay can be observed. By increasing the fault resistance, the time of operation of the relay will be increasing. By which it can says that the resistance fault is directly proportional to the time of operation of the relay.

Case 2: The different types of plots can be observed by changing the fault event type and increasing the switching time of the three-phase fault block in MATLAB model. When single phase to ground fault applied with switching time period is from 0.2 to 0.5s. The load current of phase a, b and c is shown in below Fig 8.

From the above Fig 8, the fault is applied to single phase and the relay should sense the fault and should send the signal to the three phase circuit breaker. So, three phases should be tripped from the line as per given delay that is mentioned in relay subsystem. The tripping signal can be done after certain delay as per mentioned in the setting in the relay subsystem by doing certain calculations as per required. In this case the delay will be 2.15S, it can be observed from the below Fig9.
When three phase line to ground fault is applied, the numerical relay which is developed in matlab Simulink model can sense the fault and sends the signal to the three phase circuit breaker as this is the basic principle of the working of the relay in the power system protection. In the above case, the different load currents for the individual phases can be observed in the below figure.

From all the above faults, the most severe fault is symmetrical fault that is three phase line to ground fault (LLLG). From the above figure, it can be seen that the fault is applied to all three phase lines. Therefore, relay will send the signal and circuit breaker will trips the all three lines in the power system.

This is another test case by which it can bale to analyze the numerical overcurrent relay by changing the resistance of the fault from 2 ohms to the 50 ohms. The fault current of the phase, fault current of the earth and tripping signal can be observed by showing different figures.

The above figure shows that the fault current of the earth is observed as 840A and tripping time is 4.162S.

By observing the above figure, the fault resistance of the system is changed to 50 ohms, then fault current of the A phase is 1445A, and it is taking tripping time of 4.162S.

CONCLUSION
This paper introduces the use of numerical relays namely over current relays as a criterion to operate in real time conditions with more flexible, reliable and more accurate as compared with electromechanical relays mostly in industrial applications. Overcurrent relays are mostly used for backup protection. Traditional relays have much more complications with compared to Controller based relays. the model can be analyzed for different test cases by changing the current settings and time settings depends on the application of the relay. The methodology presented in the paper describes the nondirectional overcurrent relay subsystem in the Matlab simulation model with time of operation of the relay and counter circuit logic modelling. The practical model which is developed in Matlab as an error of +/- (0.7%). The further research work can be done by analyzing with FPGA based overcurrent relays by considering different conditions.
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